Study Case - Elmore Court
wedding 2019
Elmore Court wedding
On the 19th of March CORE products were used to create an illuminating ambience for a wedding using CORE Lighting ColourPoints,
ColourPoints Mini and Table Lamps. They created a colourful experience for the bride and guests. Our CORE Lighting ColourPoints and
ColourPoints Mini, surrounding Elmore Court,
created this
experience by using the magenta setting. The table lamps were
placed on the floor to create an impressive path from the Elmore
Court towards the wedding party itself.

About Elmore Court
Elmore Court is an unique and award winning Wedding
and Events Venue in Gloucestershire. At Elmore Court there is
a very rare and strong heritage which dates back to the 13th
Century and even before. Anselm Guise, the present owner,
has 750 years of continuous family ownership to keep alive.
It includes a historic house and it’s gardens, a rammed earth
building, amazing food, fine wine, boundless music and a
large slice of love.

Study Case - Elmore Court
wedding 2019
Why CORE Lighting was used for the
wedding.
Multiple CORE Lighting products were able to
create the ideal ambiance for the wedding. Because
of the long lasting batteries, it was not a problem
to illuminate the wedding party throughout the entirety of the evening. An extraordinary experience
was created by using the following products:
1.
2.
3.

1.

ColourPoints
ColourPoints Mini
Table Lamps

2.

3.

Meet us
Any venue, any occasion
We have been manufacturing, designing and innovating CORE
Lighting products for over 10 years now. All of our products are fully
weatherproof and battery powered. Our wide range of products are
all quick and easy to setup and offer a vast amount of LED Lighting
for any venue and any occasion.

CORE Lighting Limited

Whether you are looking to add ambience to a momentous event or
light up a stately home, CORE Lighting has the right wireless LED
battery powered spotlight, floodlight or uplighter for you.
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